Evaluation of mobile phone radiation-induced structural changes of rat brain with emphasis on the possible protective role of pomegranate peel extract
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ABSTRACT

Background: The study aims to evaluate the impact of the antioxidant rich pomegranate fruit grown in Taif on the histological and immunohistochemical changes in the cerebral and cerebellar cortex after different levels of mobile exposure. Materials and Methods: Thirty adult male rats were divided into group I, II, III; IV, and group V. Group I was control and group II rats were exposed to 900 MHz and in group III the rats are exposed to 1800 MHz for two months. Group IV the rats were exposed to 900 MHz concomitant with pomegranate peel extract (500 mg/kg) and group V rats were exposed to 1800 MHz and pomegranate peel extract (500 mg/kg) orally in aqueous solution once per day for two months. Frontal cortex and cerebellum tissues were dissected out and processed for histopathological and immunohistochemical studies. Results: The cerebral and cerebellar cortices of mobile-exposed rats exhibited degenerative changes especially in the nerve cells. These changes were more pronounced with increase in the frequency of radiation. Most of pyramidal and Purkinje cells became irregular in shape, had deeply stained nuclei, and were surrounded with pericellular haloes and vacuolated neuropil. However, some of them were surrounded with neuroglial accumulation. Conclusion: The study concluded that pomegranate peel extract can ameliorate the histopathological changes induced by mobile phone electromagnetic radiations.
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INTRODUCTION

The effects of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) emitted by mobile phones on the CNS have become a particular concern, owing to its close proximity to the brain (¹). Few studies have shown significant impact of EMR on sleeping patterns and cognitive function (²,³). A reversible EEG and regional cerebral blood flow that measure the brain function depict the alteration within the pulsed radiofrequency (⁴). Moreover, it was reported that short-term memory loss or other cognitive effects may be associated with the use of mobile telephones (⁵) and there are connections between EMR exposure and cancer (⁶). Other study shows that EMR may cause behavioral changes as evidenced by a reduction in locomotor activity, increased grooming, and freezing behavior. In general, EMR exposure may have detrimental effects on the body, depending on its frequency and power (⁷). Analogue phones use frequencies of 400–450 MHz, and digital...
mobile phones use frequencies of 850–900 MHz and 1850–1990 MHz. The higher frequency means that they emit much more EMR. It was found that 900 MHz radiation emitted from mobile phones do not affect p53 apoptotic parameters. Furthermore, adverse reactions including neuronal damage in the brain, DNA mutations, deterioration of blood-brain barrier permeability, and tumor development are likely to occur as a result of increased exposure to EMR.

The exact mechanism by which EMR induced neurotoxicity is not evident. It was found that the mobile phone radiation can increase the phosphorylation and activation of heat shock protein-27 (hsp27). The activation of hsp27 promotes brain cancer by inhibiting the cytochrome-caspase-3 apoptotic pathway and enhance the permeability of the blood-brain barrier by stabilizing stress fibers of endothelial cells. In addition, EMR causes oxidative stress that induces apoptosis. The signal for apoptosis is possibly generated via lipid peroxidation as the radiation acts on cell membranes. The EMR can also create oxidative stress by triggering free radicals.

Pomegranate, Punicagranatum L. (Punicaceae), is a shrub native to the Mediterranean region and is a native fruit to Al-Taif region. The whole pomegranate fruit, its peel, or leaf extracts have powerful antioxidant and anti-lipid peroxidation activities. Furthermore, it exhibits antioxidant activity accompanied with ionizing radioprotective and antifibrotic properties. Pomegranate-derived products have shown beneficial effects on the treatment and prevention of various diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, neurological disorders, diabetes, colon inflammation, and other diseases. Pomegranate extract has no side effects and no known drug interactions; therefore, it is considered as the most potent way to prevent cancer, strengthen the immune system, protect heart, promote wound healing, and strengthen the connective tissue (which may keep cancer cells from spreading). Its protective role has also been studied based on fatty liver among the obese individuals through improvement of abnormal lipid metabolism.

The antioxidant activity of pomegranate juice is threefold higher than that of red wine or green tea. Clinical studies showed that pomegranate juice possesses a higher antioxidant capacity than apple juice. The safety of pomegranate and its constituents have been studied experimentally and clinically and no evidence was observed for toxic effects on body organs including heart, liver, and kidney. Maternal consumption of pomegranate juice in the drinking water protected against experimental neonatal hypoxic brain injury. Moreover, pomegranate extract showed neuroprotective effects against Alzheimer’s disease and depression. It is necessary for many critical roles in the CNS as astrocyte-neuron interactions, cell-cell communication, adjusting the filament network during mitosis, and CNS repair after injury.

Pomegranates contain very high levels of antioxidant substances, as compared to other fruits and vegetables. Although, many studies suggested that the cellular phones change the functional activity of CNS especially the memory and cognitive function, only few studies have shown the changes occurring at histological level either in cerebral cortex or cerebellum. Moreover, there is no specific protection against the radiation emitted mobile phones up till now. Therefore, the present study has evaluated the histological and immunohistochemical (GFAP) changes of different level EMR exposure on the cerebral cortex and cerebellum in adult rats. This was conducted to evaluate the possible protective role of pomegranate peel extract as a commonly native fruit in Al-Taif region.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Thirty adult male Spraque-Dawley rats (8-week-old, 150–200 g body weight) were placed in clean properly ventilated cages under similar conditions. The study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Animal Care and Use Committee of National Research Center. The rats had free access to laboratory balanced
diet with adequate water supply. The rats were randomly divided into five groups (6 rats each):
- Group I was considered as a control and was subdivided into 2 equal subgroups; 3 animals each. Subgroup Ia in which each rat was held in the EMR chamber for 60 minutes a day for 60 days (two months) under the same environmental conditions without exposure to EMR. Subgroup Ib in which each rat was given pomegranate peel extract (500 mg/kg) orally in aqueous solution once per day orally for two months (15).
- EMR groups included group II in which the rats were exposed to 900 MHz, and group III in which the rats are exposed to 1800 MHz for two months.
- Group IV the rats were exposed to 900 MHz concomitant with pomegranate peel extract (500 mg/kg) orally in aqueous solution once per day for the two months.
- Group V rats are exposed to 1800 MHz and pomegranate peel extract (500 mg/kg) was administrated at the same time orally in aqueous solution once per day for two months.

**Exposure technique**

Animals of group II and III were exposed to EMFs emitted from mobile phones. Group II was exposed to one mobile phone (900 MHz); while, group III was exposed to two mobile phones (1800 MHz) at the same time. Each rat was exposed for 60 minutes per day for 60 days from 8:00–12:00 a.m. During EMFs exposure the plastic cages are arranged in a circular manner and the mobile phones were placed in the center (30).

**Preparation of pomegranate peels extract**

Fresh mature Punica grandatum L. (Punicaceae) fruits are used. The taxonomic identity of the plant was prepared by the Biology department, College of Science, Taif University. For extraction purpose, a peel was removed and dried in shade for 10 days before grounding. The grounded material (50 g) was shaken in 500 ml of absolute methanol for 24 hours at room temperature, followed by filtration through four layers of gauze. The filtrate was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 15 min. The clear supernatant was collected, and then the methanol was evaporated in a rotary evaporator at 45 °C under reduced pressure. Crude extract (23.5%, w/w) was kept at 20 °C till further using. Pomegranate peel extract (500 mg/kg) was administered orally in aqueous solution once per day (31).

**Histopathologic Evaluation**

At appropriate time, the animals were anesthetized using ether inhalation and perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution. Then, they were decapitated by a curved sharp scissor and their brains were removed by dissecting the skull bones from behind with some blunt forceps starting from the vertebral canal to the frontal bone. The brains were kept in formalin for twenty-four hours and each brain was divided sagittally into right and left hemispheres using a sharp blade. Frontal cortex and cerebellum tissues were dissected out and processed for histopathological and immunohistochemical studies (32).

**Immunohistochemistry**

4μm paraffin sections were used for GFAP immune-staining activity with Streptavidin-biotin immune-peroxidase technique. The sections were placed on pretreated organo-silane slides and were deparaffinized and rehydrated. The endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by using 0.05% H2O2 in absolute methanol for 30 minutes, followed by three washes in phosphate buffer saline (PBS). Antigen retrieval was performed by heating it in citrate buffer (pH6) in microwave (4 minutes at high pressure then 4 at low pressure). Non-specific binding of the primary antibody was prevented by pre-incubation in 1-5% normal bovine serum albumen dissolved in PBS for 30 minutes at 37°C. Later, the sections were incubated with optimally diluted GFAP mouse monoclonal antibody (Dako N-series Ready; 1r antibody). The slides were rinsed in PBS and the secondary antibody (horse antimouse) was applied to it. After that, the immunostaining was amplified and completed by Hoars eradish Peroxidase complex (DakoREALTMEn Vision.
TM/HRP, Mouse ENV) for 30 minutes. Sections were developed and visualized using 3,3 diaminobenzidine (DAB Chromogen). Sections were counterstained with Maye’s haematoxylin, dehydrated, cleared in xylene, and over slipped with Permount. The negative control was performed using the PBS instead of primary antibody to check the specificity of the immunostaining. The Sections were examined under Olympus light microscope that was equipped with a digital photo-micrographic camera system. Moreover, the reactions were considered positive if there was dark brown cytoplasmic staining (32).

RESULTS

Results of Cerebral cortex

Histological results

Microscopic examination of H&E stained sections obtained from the control cerebral cortex of all non-exposed, and pomegranate peel extract treated rats were similar. The slides revealed the well-known normal histological structure specific for cerebral cortex. They showed that the cortex was formed of six layers from outside to inwards merged with each other and not highly demarcated (figure 1A). The pyramidal cells, granule cells, and neuroglia were the commonest cells inside all the layers. The pyramidal cells were pyramidal in shape and had open face nuclei, basophilic cytoplasm, and long apical dendrites. The granule cells were small polygonal cells with open face nuclei and prominent nucleoli. The neuropil that is a mat of neuronal and glial cell processes appeared as pink stained background (figure 1B).

Examination of H&E stained sections obtained from 900 MHz exposed animals (group II) revealed focal changes in all layers of the cortex as compared to the control group. Majority of the nerve cells were shrunken with loss of their processes and had peri-cellular halos. The blood vessels were more dilated than the control group. The pyramidal cells were more affected as they had lost their processes and became irregular in shape (figure 1C). The animals of group III exposed to higher level of EMR (1800 MHZ) showed more severe degenerative changes in the nerve cells and vacuolation of neuropil in all layers along with dilatation and congestion of many blood vessels. Regarding the pyramidal cells, they were more or less still pyramidal in shape, but they had deeply stained nuclei. Most of granule cells were crowded and surrounded with darkly stained neuroglial cells. Both cells had peri-cellular halos were surrounded with vacuolated neuropil (figure 1D).

Examination of cerebral cortex specimens obtained from animals treated with pomegranate peel extract, concomitantly with 900 MHz exposure showed improvement in nerve cells in many areas (Figure 1h). The peri-cellular or neuropil vacuolation were decreased and the blood vessels were more dilated than the control group; however, it was less dilated than the animals exposed to 900 MHZ. Majority of the granule cells, unlike control group showed open face nuclei and prominent nucleoli; while, occasional cells were shrunken and had darkly stained nuclei. Occasional pyramidal cells were still affected in between the normal granule cells. They were shrunken, had darkly stained nuclei and surrounded with peri-cellular halos (figure 1E). Examination of specimens obtained from animals treated with pomegranate peel extract concomitantly with 1800 MHz exposure showed dilated and congested blood vessels; however, they were less vacuolation than the corresponding group without protection (group III). Majority of the granule cells were nearly normal with open face nuclei and prominent nucleoli; while, the pyramidal cells were normal in shape but had dark nuclei and were surrounded with peri-cellular halos (figure 1F).

Immuno-histological results

Concerning the GFAP immunoreactivity, it was detected that the cerebral cortex sections of control group showed a positive immunoreaction in the form of thin and regular brown staining fibers in the star shaped astrocytes (figure 3A). Examination of animals of group II (900 MHz exposure) showed an
apparent increase in GFAP immunoreactive astrocytes, glial fibers. These fibers were appeared twisted with an irregular course and increase in their staining intensity. In the group III (1800 MHz exposure), the GFAP immunoreactivity, was more increased in the astrocytes as compared to the previous group (figure 3B). Comparing with group II, examination of the immunoreactivity in animals of group (IV), showed an apparent decrease in the amount and intensity of GFAP immunoreactivity in the astrocytes. Comparing with group III, the GFAP immunoreactive sections from animals of group V, was decreased (figure 3C). However, this was not the case in the control group.

**Figure 1.** Photomicrographs of sections in the cerebral cortex of adult rat:

(A) a section of control animal showing: general histological structure of the cerebral cortex, pia matter [arrow], molecular layer [1], outer granular layer [2], outer pyramidal layer [3], inner granular layer [4], inner pyramidal layer [5] and the multiform layer [6] (H&E 100X); (B) a section of control animal showing: pyramidal cell [P] and granule cell [G] with pale open face nucleus and neuroglia [N] with dense nuclei (H&E X1000); (C) exposed to electromagnetic field 900 MHZ showing: shrunken irregular pyramidal cells with loss of their processes [P]. Notice the pericellular and perivascular vacuolation (H&E 400X); (D) exposed to electromagnetic field 1800 MHZ showing: pyramidal cells with deeply stained nuclei and peri-cellular halos [P], accumulated area with granule cells [G] surrounded with darkly stained neuroglial cells [N] (H&E 400X); (E) treated with pomegranate peel extract, concomitantly with electromagnetic field exposure, 900 MHZ, showing many granule cells [G1] with open face nuclei and prominent nucleoli, and few of them are shrunken [G2] with had darkly stained nuclei. The pyramidal cells are shrunken [P], and surrounded with peri-cellular halos (H&E 400X); (F) treated with pomegranate peel extract, concomitantly with electromagnetic field exposure, 1800 MHZ, showing pyramidal cells [P] with dark nuclei among granule cells [G] more or less as in control group.

Notice the peri-cellular halos around the pyramidal cells (H&E 400X).

**Results of cerebellum**

**Histological results**

H & E stained sections of the cerebellar cortex of the control group (subgroups a and b) showed well-known normal histological structure. They showed three distinct layers from outside to inwards; the molecular layer, the Purkinje cell layer, and the granular cell layer. The granular cell layer revealed regular thickness all over its length (figure 2A). The characteristic Purkinje cells were arranged in one row between the molecular and granular layers. They showed large pyriform cell bodies and centrally located vesicular nuclei with apparent nucleoli. The granular layer was composed of closely packed numerous small granule cells with dark spherical nuclei (figure 2B). Examination of sections of the group II exposed to 900 MHZ, revealed multifocal neuronal affection especially on the granular and Purkinje cell layers. The thickness of the granular layer was irregular, as it was
apparently decreased in some areas and increased in others (figure 2C). The monolayer arrangement of Purkinje cells was disrupted since many areas; as they showed either bilayer arrangement or disappeared completely. Few areas were severely affected as they showed disturbed architecture and vacuolated areas in the site of Purkinje cells and deeply dark granule cells. Majority or the areas were less affected and revealed monolayer of Purkinje cells surrounded by halos. However, some were shrunken and irregular; while, few still had pyriform shape (figure 2C).

The H & E stained sections of the rats are exposed to 1800 MHz (group III) were severely affected. The granular layer was regular but was decreased in its thickness all over its length (figure 2D). Majority of Purkinje cells lost their process, were shrunken, and had irregular outlines with deep homogenous eosinophilic cytoplasm. They were surrounded with vacuolated neuropil (perineural spaces) with accumulation of neuroglial cells around some of them. Regarding their nuclei, few cells showed vesicular nuclei, others had pyknotic nuclei, and few showed complete loss of their nuclei (karyolysis). Some areas in the sections of this group showed multilayer of abnormal shrunken Purkinje cells, some of cells had homogenous nuclei with absence of any nuclear details, and others had deep pyknotic nuclei. Multiple vacuolated areas associated with increased microglial nuclei were observed in molecular layer; while, the granular layer showed many vacuoles and cells with pyknotic nuclei. The neuropil was vacuolated and most of cells in the molecular layer were surrounded by halos (figure 2D).

![Figure 2. Photomicrographs of sections in the cerebellar cortex of adult rat: (A) a section of control animal showing: molecular cell layer [M], Purkinje cell layer [P], and granular cell layer. Notice the regular thickness of the granular cell layer all over its length (H&E X 100); (B) a section of control animal showing: monolayer of pyriform shaped Purkinje cells with central vesicular nuclei and apparent nucleoli [P] and closely packed numerous granule cells with dark spherical nuclei [G]. Notice the molecular layer [M] and acidophilic neuropil [N]. (H&E X 400). (C) exposed to electromagnetic field, 900 MHz, showing: one layer of monolayer of Purkinje cells, some are distorted [P1] lose their process and other are still pyriform [P2]. Both types are surrounded with perinuclear halos (H&E X 400); (D) exposed to electromagnetic field, 1800 MHz, showing: many layers of irregular, distorted Purkinje cells [P] in between outer molecular [M] and inner granular [G] layers. The surrounding neuropil is highly vacuolated and many neuroglial cells [N] accumulate around Purkinje cells. Some Purkinje cells have homogenous nuclei with absence of any nuclear details [P1] and others had deep pyknotic nuclei [P2] (H&E X 400); (E) treated with pomegranate peel extract, concomitantly with electromagnetic field exposure, 900 MHz, showing: area with still affected Purkinje cells [P]; as they lose their process and are surrounded with vacuolated neuropil (H&E 400X); (F) treated with pomegranate peel extract, concomitantly with electromagnetic field exposure, 1800 MHz, showing: some still affected Purkinje cells still in between many apparently less affected cells [P2]. Notice vacuolated neuropil [*], molecular [M] and granular [G] layers more or less as the control (H&E 400X).]
Examination of specimens obtained from animals of group (IV) treated with pomegranate peel extract and concomitantly with 900 MHz exposure showed improvement in nerve cells in many areas as compared to group (II) that was exposed to 900 MHz but not receive pomegranate. All sections showed monolayer arrangement of Purkinje cells between the molecular and granular layers. The granular layer was regular in thickness and more or less as in control group (figure 2E). Few Purkinje cells were still affected as they lost their process and were surrounded with small areas of vacuolated neuropil (figure 2E). Examination of sections of the group (V) which exposed to 1800 MHz and treated with pomegranate peel extract revealed a monolayer of Purkinje cells and a regular granular cell layer (figure 2F). Few Purkinje cells were affected in between of many apparently normal cells with central open face nuclei. Many cells were surrounded with highly vacuolated neuropil. The molecular and granular layers were more or less similar to control group (figure 2F).

**Immunohistological results**

The immune-histochemical results revealed that the cerebellar cortex sections of control group showed a positive GFAP immunoreaction in the molecular and granular layers of cerebellar cortex. The reaction was noticed in the form of thin and regular brown fibers in the star shaped astrocytes (figure 3D). Examination of the cerebellar cortex of the animals of group II (900 MHz exposure) showed an apparent focal increase in the amount and intensity of GFAP immuno-reaction in the molecular layer and in-between the granular cells. The glial fibers were twisted with an irregular course and had more intensely staining as compared to the control group. In the group III (1800 MHz exposure), the GFAP immunoreactivity was increased in all area of molecular layer and also in-between the granular cells (figure 3E). Comparing with group II, examination of the immunoreactivity in animals of group (IV), showed an apparent decrease in the amount and intensity of GFAP immunoreactivity, especially in the granular layer; however, it did not reach the control group. The molecular layer showed apparently moderate reaction. Comparing with group III, the GFAP immunoreactive sections from animals of group V, was decreased and became more or less similar to the control group (figure 3F).

**Figure 3.** Photomicrograph of the GFAP immunostaining sections in adult rat’s cerebral and cerebellar cortices: (A) cerebral cortex of control animal showing: a positive GFAP immunoreaction in the form of thin and regular brown staining fibers in the star shaped astrocytes [arrow] in the control animals. [H&E 400X]; (B) cerebral cortex of animal exposed to electromagnetic field 1800 MHz showing: more apparently increase of GFAP reaction in the astrocytes than the previous group [H&E 400X]; (C) cerebral cortex of animal treated by pomegranate peel extract with exposure to 1800 MHz showing: decrease in the GFAP reaction [arrow] comparing with animals of group III in [H&E 400X]; (D) cerebellar cortex of control animal showing: a positive GFAP reaction in the molecular [M] and granular [G] layers of in the form of thin and regular brown fibers in the control animals. Notice negative reaction in the Purkinje cell layer [P] [H&E 400X]; (E) cerebellar cortex of animal exposed to electromagnetic field 1800 MHz showing: more diffuse increase of GFAP reaction in all area of molecular layer [M] and also in between the granular cells[G] [H&E 400X]; (F) cerebellar cortex of animal treated by pomegranate peel extract with exposure to 1800 MHz showing: a decrease in GFAP reaction to become more or less as in control animals in the molecular [M] and granular[G] layers of in the form of thin and regular brown fibers. Notice also negative reaction in the Purkinje cell layer [P] [H&E 400X].
DISCUSSION

The widespread use of wireless mobile communication has raised concerns of adverse effects to the brain owing to its proximity to the electromagnetic field (EMF) emitted by mobile phones while using. The potential adverse effects of EMF exposure on the human CNS are still controversial (33); although, numerous studies have been carried out in the epidemiology, cellular biology, and toxicology research fields. In the present study, the microscopic examination of H&E stained cerebrum and cerebellum sections obtained from 900 MHz exposed animals (group II) showed focal degenerative changes with disturbed architecture. These results were consistent with few studies that found many adverse effects and severe degenerative histological changes of mobile phone use on the human brain and brain related tissues, such as cerebrum and hippocampus (1, 34, 35).

The Cho and lactate levels were high with a single-dose irradiation for 12 months in the damaged region of the brain tissue of rats (36). Moreover, the number of apoptotic cells was significantly different between EMR exposed rats as compared to the control ones (37). These changes were explained by hypothesis of oxidative stress. The increased oxidative stress led to increased apoptotic process (programmed cell death) (38). However, the antioxidant system of the organism created various responses against the oxidative stress produced by ROS (39, 40). The free radicals at a low level of intensity might enhance the antioxidant defense system through the stimulation of gene expression of antioxidant enzymes; while, the free radicals at a high level might exceed the capacity of the antioxidant defense system because of oxidant damage (41). However, another study found that EMR exposure did not show any difference in CAT and GSH-Px levels in the brain tissue of rats. These controversial results may be related to the implementation time and dose differences (42).

The degenerative cells of brain after exposure to electromagnetic waves were attributed to increased permeability of the blood brain barrier (BBB). The BBB acted as a shield that protected the brain against many harmful substances, and its disruption might account for the damage of brain tissue (43, 44). They are indicative of neuronal death and are consistent with neuronal necrosis as observed in early stages of ischemic, hypoxic/ischemic, hypoglycemic, and excito-toxic states (45). Based on these explanations, the most accepted theory for the cerebrum and cerebellum injury after mobile phone exposure is the oxidative injury.

In this study, the rats treated with pomegranate peel extract demonstrated a significant neuroprotection from electromagnetic field emitted by mobile phone injury. Examination of cerebral cortex and cerebellum specimens obtained from animals treated with pomegranate peel extract, concomitantly with 900 MHz (low intensity) exposure showed improvement in nerve cells in many areas. These results were consistent with few studies that depicted pomegranate as a neuroprotective agent and attributed the beneficial activities of pomegranate to its active constituents including; polyphenols, flavonoids, and tannins (30, 46).

There was a correlation between the role of pomegranate peel extract and juice in regulating vital cellular functions, including cell proliferation and differentiation (47, 48, 49). Also, it has been shown to have a variety of protective effects in several disease models including reduced low-density lipoprotein aggregation, oxidative stress, amyloid load, and improved cognitive behavior (50, 51). The presence of polyphenols in the pomegranate peel may be responsible also for anti-inflammatory and anti-carcinogenic effect of peel extracts (24, 52).

Catechins (another constituent of pomegranate juice) have been shown to increase intracellular glutathione (GSH) levels and modulate glutathione peroxidase activity. Its depletion is the first indicator of oxidative stress during neurodegeneration (53). The dietary supplementation of pomegranate prevented the reduction of SOD and CAT activities that were significantly diminished in oxidative stress. This result assured that the neuroprotective effects of pomegranate might be due to its antioxidant...
activity (54).

Pomegranates tend to improve Na+ K+-ATPase activity, as its multiple bioactive compounds such as phenolic acids, flavonoids, tannins, anthocyanins, ascorbic acid, ellagic acid, gallic acid, fumaric acid, caffeic acid, catechin, Epigallocatechingallate, quercetin, rutin, tannins, and alkaloids have multiple functions, making it pharmacologically complex (53). This reduction may occur by directly neutralizing the generated reactive oxygen species, increasing certain antioxidant enzyme activities, inducing metal chelation activity and reducing resisting formation (54).

These results might be explained as the glial cells, which are sensitive to electromagnetic waves. Some special astrocytes were suggested to provide a unique neurogenic niche and have the capability to promote proliferation and neuronal fate determination (55). Moreover, in response to central nervous system injury, the astrocytes become reactive and increase their expression of the intermediate filament proteins glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) (56). The increase in GFAP could be also explained by an increase in the astrocytes that provide more nourishment required by the injured neurons. Other studies described a population of small cells, which were derived from the astrocytes and probably function as a transient precursor in the formation of new neurons (57, 58).

Flavonoid (the main constituent of pomegranate) has been observed to inhibit NO, IL-1β and TNF-α production in activated microglia cells. They inhibit iNOS and cyclooxygenase (COX-2) expression, NO production, cytokine release, and NADPH oxidase activation and subsequent reactive oxygen species generation, in astrocytes and microglia (59). They induce beneficial effects on the vascular system leading to changes in cerebrovascular blood flow capable of causing angiogenesis, neurogenesis, and changes in neuronal morphology (60).

CONCLUSION

The study concluded that pomegranate peel extract provided protection against the neurotoxic effects of mobile phone radiation either in the cerebral or cerebellar cortex in an experimental model of adult male albino rats. The mechanisms of protection may be related to their antioxidant activity. As the pomegranates are grown in Taif, it is recommended that awareness should be focused on pomegranate as an important natural antioxidant protective therapy for the mobile phone neurotoxicity. Further intensive experimental and clinical study may be required to adjust the dose and form of pomegranate treatment considering the mild degenerative changes still observed in some cells in this work.
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